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Cross-r eference : See definitions in s 401201

SHORT TITLE, FORM AND INTERPRETATION

403 .101 Short title . This chapter `shall be known and may
be cited as uniform commercial code!-commercial paper .

403 .102 Def initions and i ndex of definitions . ( 1 ) In
this chapter unless the context otherwise requires :

(a) '"Instrument" means a negotiable instrument .
(b) "Issue" means the first delivery of an instrument to a holder,

or a remitter
(c) An "order" is a direction to pay and must be more than an

authorization or request. It must identify the person to pay with
reasonable certainty . It may be addressed to one or more suchh pet-
sons,jointly or in the alternative but not in succession ..

(d) A "promise" is an undertaking to pay and must be more
than an acknowledgment of an obligation .

(e) "Secondaryy patty" means a drawer or, endorser,
(2) Other definitions applying to this chapter and the sections

in which they appear are :
(a) "Acceptance" - s . 403 ..410..
(b) "Accommodation party" - s . . 403 .415 . .

(c) "Alteration" - s . 40.3 . . 407 ..
(d) "Certificate of deposit'- s , 403.104 ,
(e) "Certification" - s . 403 .411 .
(f) "Check" - s . 403 104,
(g) "Definitee time" - s . 403 .109 ..
(h) "Dishonor" - s . . 403 . 507 .
(i) "Draft"- s.. 403.. 104..
(j) "Holder in due course" - s . 403 .. 302 . .
(k) "Negotiation" - s 403.202 . .
(L) "Note" - s . 403 , 104 .
(m) "Notice of dishonor" - s . 403 .. 508..
(n) "On demand" - s . 403 .108.. .
(o) "Presentment" - s , 403 . 504
(p) "Protest" - s . 40 .3 :509 .
(q) "Restrictive indorsement" - s . 403,205
(r) ".̀ Signature" - s. 403 :.401 .
(3) The following definitions in other chapters apply to this

chapter : :
(a) "Account" - s . 404.. 104..
(b) "Banking day" - s 404 . 104. .
(c) "Clearinghouse" - s . . 404. . 104 . .
(d) "Collectingg bank'- s . 404 . . 105 .

403405 Imposters ; signature in name of payee .
403 406 Negligence contributing to alteration or unauthorized signature ..
403407 Alteration
403408 Consideration
403 .409 Draft not an assignment
403410 Definition and operation of acceptance .
403411 Certification of a check
403 .412 Acceptance varying draft .
403 .413 Contrac t of maker, drawer and acceptor
403 .414 Contract of indorser; order of liability ,
403415, Contract of'f accommodation party,
403 416 Contract of guarantor
403417 Warranties on presentment and transfer ,
403 418 Finality of payment or acceptance . .
403 419 Conversion of instrument; innocent representative .

PRESENTMENT,NOTICE OF DISHONOR AND PROTEST
403. 501 When presentment, notice of dishonor, and protest necessary or pet missi-

ble
403 , 502 Unexcused delay ; discharge
403503 Time of presentment .
403 . 504 How presentment made .
403. 505 Rights of patty to whom presentment is made .
403. 506 Time allowed for acceptance or payment ,
403 507 Dishonor ; holder 's right of recourse ; term allowing cepresentment .
403 508 Notice of dishonor.
403 , 509 Protest; noting for protest
403 . 510 Evidence of dishonor and notice of dishonor.
403511 Waived or excused presentment, protest or, notice of dishonor or delay

therein
DISCHARGE

403 . 601 Discharge of parties
403 607 Effect of discharge against holder in due course .
40360.3 Payment or satisfaction . .
403 .604 Tender of payment .
403 . 605 Cancellation and renunciation
403606 Impairment of recourse or of collateral

ADVICE OF INTERNATIONAL SIGHT DRAFT
403 701 Letter of advice of international sight waft .

MISCELLANEOUS
403 .801 Drafts in a set .
403 .802 Effect of instrument on obligation for which it is given.
403803 'Notice to third party,
403 804 Lost, destroyed or stolen instruments .

.403 805 Instruments not payable to order or to bearer
403 .806 Liability for worthless check or draft
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(e) "Customer" - s . . 404. . 104 . .
(f) "Depositary bank" - s . 404. . 105 .
(g) "Documentary draft" - s 404.. 104..
(h) "Intermediary bank" - s .. 404 .. 105 .
(i) "Item" - s . 404. 1U4.
(j) "Midnight deadline" - s . 404 104,
(k) "Payor bank" - s . 404.. 105 . .
(4) In addition ch . 401 contains general definitions and pcinci-

ples of construction and interpretation applicable throughout this
chapter '. .

History : 1983 a . 189 ; 1991 a 304 s , 51 .

(g) Is limited to payment out of a particular fund or the pro-
ceeds of a particular source, if ' the instrument is issued by a gov-
ernment or ' governmental agency or unit ; or

(h) Is limited to payment out of the entire assets of 'a partner-
ship, limited liability company, unincorporated association, trust
or estate by or on behalf' of which the instrument is issued . .

(2) A promise or order is not unconditional if ' the instrument:
(a) States that it is subject to or governed by any other agree-

ment ; or
(b) States that it is to be paidonly out of a particular- fund or

source except as provided in this section :.
History : 1993 a . 112.

403.103 Limitations on scope of .chapter. (1) This 403 .106 Sum certain . (1) The sum payable is a sum cer-
chapter does not apply to money, payments orders governed by ch . tain even though it is to be paid :
410, documents of title or securities as defined by s ;`408 102' . . (a) With stated interest or by stated instalments ; or,

(2) The provisions of this chapter are subject to the provisions (b) With stated different rates of interest before and after
of chs . 404 and 409.. default or a specified date ; or -

History: -1491 a 304 (c) With a stated discount or addition if paid before or after the
403.104 Form of negotiable instruments ; " draft"; date fixed for payment; or,

"check"; "certificate of deposit " ; "note" . (1) Any writing (d) With exchange or less exchange, whether at a fixed rate or
to be a negotiable instrument within this chapter, must : at the current rate ; or

(a) Be signed by the maker or drawer ; and (e) With costs of collection or any attorney's fee or both upon
default .(b)

. Contain an unconditional promise or order to pay a sum (2) Nothing in this section shall validate any term which iscertain in money and no other promise, order, obligation or power otherwise illegal,
given by the maker or drawer except as authorized by this chapter ;
and

(c) Be payable on demand or at a definite time ; and
403 .107 Money. (1) An instrument is payable in money if

the medium of exchange in which it is payable is money at the time
(d) Be payable to order or to beazerr the instrument is made.. An instrument payable in "currency" or
(2) A writing whichh complies with the requirements of`.this "current funds" is payable in money'

section is: ~ (2) A promise or order to pay a sum stated in a foreign cur-
(a) A "certificate of deposit' if' it is an acknowledgment by a rency is for a sum certain in money and, unless a different medium

bank of receipt of money with an engagement to repay it ; of payment is specified in the instrument, may be satisfied by pay-
(b) A "cheek" if iris a draft drawn on a bank and payable on ment of'that number of dollars which thee stated foreign currency

demand; will purchase at the buying sight rate for that currency on the day
(c) A "draft" ("bill of exchange") if it is an order, on which the instrument is payable or, if payable on demand, on

the day of demand If such an instrument specifies a foreign cur-
(d) A "note" if'it is a promise other than a certificate of deposit ., rency as the medium of paymentthe`instcument is payable in that
(3) As used in chs . 401 to 402 and 404 to 411, and as the con- currency,

text requires, the terms "draft", "check", "certificate of deposit"
and "note" may refer to instruments which are not negotiable 403 .108 Payable on demand. Instruments payable on
within this chapter as well as to instruments Which are so negotia= demand include those payable at sight or on presentation and
ble, those in which no time for payment is stated.
His tory: 19'71 c . 40 ; 1979 c.,89 ; .1983 a 1 89 ; 1991 a . 148, 304, 315
Cross-refere nce: Sees 1807(1)forprovision ihatevidences ofindebtedness and 403 .109 . . . Definite time. (1) An instrument is payable at acoupons n coupons are declared negotiable, any provision of s . . 403 104 to the conuazy potwith-

stan definite time if by its terms it is payzble :B
A security interest in a certificate of deposit extends to unidentified funds on (a) On or before a stated date of at a fixed period after a stated

deposit atthedepository bank . First Wis Nat Bankv Midland Nat, Bank, 76w(za) date ; OI662> 251 NW (2d) 829
(b) At a fixed period af'ter' sight ; or

403.105 When promise or order unconditional. ; (c) At a definite time subject to any acceleration ; or'
(1) A promise or order otherwise unconditional is not made (d) At a definite time subject to extension at the option of the
conditional by the fact that the instrument : holder, or to extension to a further, definite time at the option of'the

(a) Is subject to implied or constructive conditions ; or maker of acceptor of .automatically upon or after a specified act or
11 \ S ui' wS iL S avaiS u:-.u-. V1~LlVLlfV1 pci .v,. ..2u 3i; promised,

or the transaction which gave rise to the instrument, of that the (2) An instrument which by its ,terms is otherwise payable
promise or order is made of the instrument matures in accordance only upon an act or event uncertain as to time of occurrence is not
with or "as per" such transaction ; or payable at a definite time even though the : act or event has

(c) Refers to`orstates that it arises out of'a separate agreement occurred
or, refers to a separate agreement for rights as to prepayment or, 403 .110 Payable to order. . (1) An instrument is payableacceleration

; or to order when by its terms it is payable to the order or assigns of
(d) States that it is drawn under' a letter of credit ; or - any person therein specified with reasonable certainty, or, to that
(e) States that it is secured, whether by mortgage, reservation person of that person's order, or when it is conspicuously desig-

of'title or otherwise; or nated on its face as "exchange" or, the like and names a payee : It
(f) Indicates a particular account to be debited or any other may be payable to the order of`d fund or source from which reimbursement is expected

; or- (a) The maker or drawer-; or

403.102 UCG = COMMERCIAL PAPER 93-94 Wis . . Slats, 3704
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403.111 Payable to bearer. An instrument is payable to
bearer when by its terms it is payable to:

(1) Bearer or the order of bearers or
(2) A specified person or bearer ; or
(3) "Cash" of the order of "cash", or any other indication

which does not purport to designate a specific payee .

403 .112 Terms and omissions not affecting negotia -
bility. (1) The negotiability of an instrument is not affected by :

(a) The omission of a statement of any consideration or of the
place where thee instrument is drawn or payable ; or

(b) A statement that collateral has been given to secure obliga-
tions either on the instrument or otherwise of an obligor on the
instrument or that in case of'default on those obligations the holder
may realize on or dispose of the collateral ; or

(c) A promise or power to maintain or, protect collateral or to
give additional collateral; or

(d) A term authorizing a confession of',judgment on the insttu-
ment if it is not paid when due ; or

(e) A term purporting to waive the benefit of any law intended
for the advantage or protection of any obligor ; or
" (f) A term in a draft providing that the payee by ndocsing or
cashing it acknowledges full satisfaction of an obligation of the
drawer; or

(g) A statement in a draft drawn in a set of parts (s . . 403 . .801)
to the effect that the order is effective only if' no other part has been
honored,

(2) Nothing in this section shall validate any .teim which is
otherwise illegal..

403.113 Seal. An instrument otherwise .. negotiable is
within this chapter even though it is under a seal .

wn .~ . 11 i1 ŵfYVJ

ability of'an instrument is not affected by the fact that it is undated,
antedated or, postdated .

' (2) Where an instrument is antedated or postdated the time
when it is payable- is determined by the stated date if the instru-
ment is payable on demand or at a fixed period after date

(3) Where the instrument or any signature thereon is dated, the
date is presumed to be correct

403.115 Incomplete instruments. (1) When a paper
whose contents at the time of signingg show that it is intended to
become an instrument is signed while still incomplete in any nec-
essazy respect it cannot be enforced until completed, but when it

403.118 Ambiguous terms and rules of const ruc -
tion. The following rules apply to every instrument :

(1) Where there is doubt whether the instrument is a draft or
a note the holder may treat it as either'.. A draf'tdrawn on the drawer
is effective as a note.

(2) Handwritten terms control typewritten and printed terms,
and typewritten control printed, except that figures imprinted by
means of a special protective device such as, by way of example
and not of enumeration, acheck-writing machine, shall control
handwritten, typewritten and other printed words or figures :

(3) `Words control figures except that if the words ate ambigu-
ous figures control, except that figures imprinted by means of' a
special protective device such as, by way of'example and not of
enumeration, a check-writing machine, shall control handwritten,
typewritten and other printed words or figures

(4) Unless otherwise specified a'provision for interest means
interest at the judgment rate at the place of payment from the date
of'the instrument, or, if it is undated from the date of issue

(5) Unless the instrument otherwise specifies 2 or more per-
sons who sign as maker; acceptor or drawer or indorser and as a
part of'the same transaction ate jointly and severally liable even
though the instrument containss such words as "I promise to pay" :.

(6) Unless otherwise specified consent to extension autho-
rizes a single extension for not longer than the original period .. A
consent to extension, expressed in the instrument, is oindirig on
secondary parties and accommodation makers . . A holder may not
exercise the holder's option to extend an instrument over the
objection of a maker or acceptor or other party who in accordance
with s, 403 .604 tenders full payment when the instrument is due..

History : 1991 a 3 1 6 .

403.119, Other writings affecting instrument . (1) As
between the obligor and the obligor's immediate obligee or any
transferee the terms of an instrument may be modified or affected
by any other written agreement executed as a part of the same
transaction, except that a holder in due course is not affected by
any limitation of'the rights of'the holder in due course arising out

3705 93-94 Wis.. Stats..

(b) The drawee ; or
(c) A payee who is not maker, drawer or drawee ; or
(d) Two or more payees together or in the alternative ; or
(e) An estate ; trust or fund, in which case it is payable to the

order of' the . representative of' suchestate, trust or fund or the repre-
sentative's successors ; or

(f) An office, or an officer by the officer's title as such inwhich
case it is payable to the pri ncipal but the incumbent of ' the office
or the office r 's successors may act as the holder ; of

(g) A partnership, limited liability company or unincorporated
association, in which case it is payable to the partnership, limited
liability company or association and may be indorsed or trans-
ferred by any person thereto authorized

'(2) ' An instrument not payable to order is not made so payable
by such words as "payable upon return of ' this instrument properly
indorsed

(3) An instrument made payable both to order and to bearer is
payable to order, unless the bearer words are handwritten or type-
wii tten . .

History : 1991 a . 316; 1993 a. 112 .

UCC - COMMERCIAL PAPER 403.119

is completed in accordance with authority given it is effective as
completed

(2) If'the completion is unauthorized the rules as to material
alteration apply (s . . 403 ..407), even though the paper was not deliv-
ered by the maker or drawer'; but the burden of establishing that
any completion is unauthorized is on the party so asserting .
When there are blank spaces in note when signed and spaces are completed to ben-

efit of maker and not cone my to any agreement, completion is within implied general
authority of transferee . Milwaukee Petroleum Co . v Glembin, 89 W (2d) 174, 278
NW (2d) 471 (Ct . App . 1979) ..

403 .116 Instruments payable to two or more per-
sons. An instrument payable to the order of 2 or more persons :

(1) If'in the alternative is payable to any one of them and may
be negotiated, discharged or enforced by any of'them who has pos-
session of it;

(2) If not in the alternative is payable to all of'them and may
be negotiated, discharged or enforced only by all of'them .

403 .117 Instruments payable with words of descrip -
tion. An instrument made payable to a named person with the
addition of words describing the named person :

(1) As agent or officer of a specified person is payable to the
principal but the agent or officer may act as the holder ;

(2) As any other fiduciary for' a specified person or purpose is
payable to the payee and may be negotiated, discharged or
enforced by the payee;

(3) In any other manner' is payable to the payee uncondition-
allyand the additional' words are without effect on subsequent par-
ties.

History : 1991 a 3i6:
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of'the separate written agreement if the holder in due course had
no notice of the limitation when the holder took the instrument ..

(2) A separate agreement does not affect the negotiability of
an instrument .

Histor y : 1991, a: 316 ..

403 .120 Instruments "payable through " bank. An
instrument which states that it is "payable through" a bank or the
like designates that bank as a collecting bank to make presentment
but does not of itself' authorize the bank to pay the instrument . .

403.121 Instruments payable at bank. A note or
acceptance which states that it is payable at a bank is not of itself
an order or' authorization to the bank to pay it .

403.122 Accrual of cause of action . (1) A cause of
action against a maker or an acceptor accrues:

(a) In the case of 'a time instrument on the day after maturity ;
(b) In the case of 'a demand instrument upon its date or ; if no

date is stated, on the date of issue.
(2) A cause of action against the obligor of a demand or time

certificate of deposit accrues upon demand, but demand on a time
certificate may not be made until on or after the date of maturity,

(3) A cause of action against a drawer of a draft or an indorser
of any instrument accruesupon demand following dishonor of the
instrument. Notice of`dishonor is a demand .

(4) Unless an instrument provides otherwise, interest runs at
thee rate provided by law for a,judgment:

(a) In the case of a maker, acceptor or other .r primary obligor of
a demand instrument, from the date of demand ;

(b) In all other cases from the date of accrual of the cause of
action..

TRANSFER AND NEGOTIATION

403 .201 Transfer: right to endorsement. (1) Transfer
of'an instrument vests in the transferee such rights as the transferor
has therein, except that the transferee who has been a party to any
fraud or, illegality affecting the instrument or who as a prior holder
had notice of a defense or claim against it cannot improve his or -
her position by takingg from a later holder in due course .

(2) A transfer, oof a security interest in an instrument vests the
foregoing rights in the transferee to the extent of'the interest trans-
ferred

(3) Unless otherwise agreed any transfer for value of'an instru-
ment not then payable to bearer gives the transferee the specifi-
cally enforceable right to have the unqualifiedd endorsement of the
transferor, Negotiation takes effect only when the endorsement is
made and until that time there is no presumption that the transferee
is the owner

History: 1991 a 316 .

403.202 Negotiation . (1) Negotiation is the transfer of
an instrument in such form that the transferee becomes a holder' ..
If`the instrument is payable to order : it is negotiated by delivery
with any necessary indorsement ; if payable to bearer it is negoti-
ated by delivery

t2j i ii iiili0iS 0 iiieili must be written by or on behalf of the
holder, and on the instrument or on a paper' so firmly affixed thereto
as to become a part thereof',,

(3); An endorsement is effective for negotiation only when it
conveys the entire instrument of any unpaid residue . If'itputpoits
to be of less it operates only as a partial assignment .:

(4) Words of assignment, condition, waiver, guaranty, limita-
tion or disclaimer of liability and the like accompanying an
endorsement do not affect its character as an indoisement .

403.203 Wrong or misspelled name . Where an instru-
ment is made payable to a person under a misspelled name or one
other than the person's own the person may endorse in that name

.403 .207 . Negotiation . effective although it may be
rescinded. (1) Negotiation is effective to transfer the instru-
ment although the negotiation is:

(a) Made by an infant, a corporation exceeding its powers, or
any other person without capacity; of

(b) Obtained by fraud, duress or mistake of any kind ; or
(c) Part. of an illegal transaction ; or
(d) Made in breach of duty .
(2) Except as against a subsequent holder in due course such

negotiation is in an appropriate case subject to rescission, the dec-

403.119 UCC - COMMERCIAL PAPER 93-94 Wis.. Stars, 3706

or the person's own or both ; but signature in both names may be
required by a person paying or giving value for the instrument .
His tory: 1991 a .316 .

403.204 Special indorsement ; blank indorsement.
(1) A special indorsement specifies the person to whom or, to
whose order it makes the instrument payable Any instrument spe-
cially indorsed becomes payable to the order -of the special indor-
see and may be further negotiated only by the special indorsee's

indorsement (2) An indotsement in blank specifies no particular indorsee
and may consist of a mere signature . An instrument payable to
order and indorsed in blank becomes payable to bearer and may
be negotiated by delivery alone untill specially indorsed,

(3) The holder may convert a blank indorsement into a special
indorsement by writing over the signature of the indorsec in blank
any contract consistent with the character of'the indorsement .

His tory; 1991 a . 316 .

403.205 Restrictive indorsements . An indorsement is
restrictive which either :

(1) Is conditional ; or
(2) Purports to prohibit further transfer of the instrument ; or
(3) Includes the words "for collection", "for deposit", "pay

any bank", or like terms signifying a purpose of deposit or collec-
tion ; or

(4) Otherwise states that it is for the benefit or use of the
indoisei or of another person.,

403.206 Effect, of restrictivee indorsement. (1) No
restrictive indorsement prevents further transfer or negotiation of
the instrument.

(2) An intermediary bank, or a payor bank which is not the
depositary bank, is neither given notice nor otherwise affected by
a restrictive indor'sement of any person except the bank's immedi-
ate transferor of the person presenting for payment .

(3) Except for an intermediary bank, any transferee under an
endorsement which is conditional or' includes the words "for
collection", "for deposit", "pay any bank", or, like terms (s ..
403.205 (1) and (3)) must pay or apply any value given by the
transferee for or on the security of'the instrument consistently with
the endorsement and to the extent that the transferee does so the
transferee becomes a holder for value In addition such transferee
is a holder in due course if`the transferee otherwise complies with
the requirements of s . . 403, 302 on what constitutes a holder in due
course'

(4) The first taker under an endorsement for the benefit of'the
indorset or' another person (s .. 403 .205 (4)) must pay or apply any
value given by the first taker' for, or on the security of the instru-
ment consistently with the endorsement and to the extent that the
first taker does so the first taker becomes a holder, for value . In
addition that taker, is a holder in due course if that taker otherwise
complies with the requirements of's. 403,302 on what constitutes
a holder in due course .. A later holder for value is neither given
notice nor otherwise affected by such restrictive endorsement
unless the later holder has knowledge that a fiduciary or other per-
son has negotiated the instrument in any transaction for his or her
own benefit or nth e:'N. 1Se ::l breachl ^f wl :;.Y ( 5 ., 403 304 (Z))„

Histor y : 1991'a 316
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the instrument in payment of'or as security for the fiduciary's own
debt or in any transaction for. the fiduciary's own benefit or other-
wise in breach of'duty ,

(3) The purchases" has notice that an instrument is overdue if
the purchaser has reason to know :

(a) That any part of the principal amount is overdue `or that
there is an uncured default in .payment of another instrument of the
same series; or

(b) That acceleration of the instrument has been made ; or
(c) That the,: purchaser is taking a demand instrument after

demand has been made : or more than a reasonable length of time
after' its issue. A reasonable time for a check drawn and payable
within the states and territories of the United . States andd the Dis-
fiict of Columbia is presumed to be 30 days .

(4) Knowledge of the following facts does not of'itseif give the
purchaser notice of a defense or claim:
,, (a) That the instrument is antedated or postdated ;

(b) That it was issued or negotiated in return for an executory
promise or accompanied by a separate agreement, unless the put-
chaser has notice that a defense or claim has arisen from the terms
thereof:;

(c) That any party has signed for accommodation ;
(d) That an incomplete instrument has been completed, unless

the purchaser hass notice of any improper completion;
(e) That any person negotiating the instrument is or, was a fidu-

ciary ;
(f) That there has been default in payment of interest on the

instrument or, in payment of any other instrument, except one of
the same series,

(5) The filing or recording of' a document does not of itself'
constitute notice within the provisions of'this chapter to a person
who Would otherwise be a holder in due course .. .

(6) To be effective notice must be received at such time and in
such manner as to give a reasonable opportunity to act on it,
H istory: 1991 a 316.

403.305 Rights of a holder , in due course. To the
extent that a holder is a holder in due course the holder takes the
instrument free from:

(1) All claims to it on :the pazt'of.' any person; and
(2) All defenses of any party to the instrument -with whom the

holder, has not dealt except .̀
`- (a)' Infancy; to the extent that it is a defense to a simple contract;
and

(b) Such other incapacity, or duress, or illegality of the tcansac-
tion; as renders the obligation of the party a nullity ;' and

(c) Such misrepresentation as has induced the party to sign the
instrument with neither- knowledge nor seasonable opportunity to
obtain knowledge of its character or its essential terms ; and

(d) Discharge in insolvency proceedings ; and
(e) Any otherdischarge of which the holder has notice when

the holder takes the, instrument
History 1991 a.416
Defense of fraud in the inducement is ineffective against a holder in due course .

Federal Nat. . Mort„ Assnn v. Gregory, 426 F Supp 282 ... . .
Although FDIC was not,holder in due course, it enjoyed protections of holder in

due course: Federal Deposit ins Coip; v n auscreti; 470 F Sup p. 752 (i7

403.306 R ights of one not holder in due course.
Unless a person has the rights of a holder in due course any person
takes the instrument subject to :

(1 Y All valid claims to it on the part of any person ; and
(2) All defenses of any party which would be available in an

action on a simple contract ; and
(3) 'I'hedefenses of want or failuree of consideration, nonpec-

focmance of any condition precedent, nondelivery, or delivery for -
a special purpose (s . 403„408) ; and

(4) The defense that that person or a person through whom that
person holds the instrumentt acquired it by theft, or that payment

403.208 Reacquisition . Where an instrument is returned
to or reacquired by a pr i or party, that prior party may cancel any
indorsement which is not necessary to that prior party's title and
reissue oc , further negotiate the instrument, butt any intervening
partyy is discharged as against the reacquiring party and subse-
querif holders not in due course and if the intervening party's
indorsement has been canceled is discharged as against subse-
quent holders in due course as well .

History: 1991 a„ 316.
A reacquirer of a note need not be the last indorsee in order to exercise its rights

to cancel indorsements and demand payment; intervening indocsements vanish from
the chain of title when canceled . . Resolution Trust Coipp v , Juergens, 965 F (2d) 149
(1992). .

RIGHTS OF. A HOLDER

403.301 Rights of a holder. The holder of an instrument
whether or not the holder is the owner may transfer or negotiate
it and, except as otherwise provided in s . 403 , 603 on payment or
satisfaction, discharge it or~ enforce payment in the holder's name . .

History : 1991 a. . 316,

403.302 Holder in -due course. (1) A holder in due
course is a holder who takes the instrument :

(a) ' For, value ; and
(b) In good faith ; and
(c) Without notice that it is overdue or has been dishonored or

of any defense against or claim to it on the part of any person ,. .
(2) A payee may ebe; a, holdei in due course
(3) A holder does not become a holder in due course of an

instrument:
(a) By purchase of it at judicial sale or, by taking it under legal

process ; or
(b) By acquiring it in taking over an estate ; or
(c) By purchasing it as part of 'a bulk transaction not in regular

course of ' business of the transferor
(4) A purchaser of a limited interest can be a holder in due

course only to the extent of ' the interest purchased„
Violationof' Wis Admin Code provision by cor~ractor' did notimpair negotiability

of the note;'Mortgage Associates, Inc. . v Siverhus, 63 W (2d) 650,218 NW (2d) 266 ..
Although not aware ofplaintiff's claim against the contractor as a supplier of mate-

cialsfor public improvement work, the bank was both chargeable with knowledge of
289 :16, and aware of' the source of the conuacior's payments to it;, hence, the bank
did not lack notice as required by (1) (c), for holder in due course stains , Schneider
Fuel v.. West Allis State Bank, 70 W (2d) , 104,1, 236 NW (2d) 266 .

403.303 Taking for value. A holder , takes the instrument
for value:

(1) To the extent that the agreed ' consideration has been per-
formedor that the holder acquires a security interest in or a lien
on the instrument otherwise than by legal process; of

(2) When the holder, takes the instrument in payment of or as
security for an antecedent claim against any person whether of not
the claim is due; or

(3) When the holder gives a negotiable instrument for it or
makes an irrevocable commitment to a third person. ''

History : 1991 a. . 316. .

403.304 Notice to purchaser. (1) The purchaser has
notice of ` a claim or defense if:

(a) The instrument is so incomplete, beats such visible evi-
dence of forgery or alteration, or is otherwise so irregular as to call
into question its validity, terms or ownership or , to create an ambi-
guity as to the party to pay ; or-

(b)- The purchaser has notice that the obligation of any party
is voidable in whole or in part, or that all parties have been dis-
charged ,

(2) The purchaser has notice of a claim against the instrument
when the purchaser has knowledge that a fiduciary has negotiated

3707 93-94 Wis .. Stats ,
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(2) Any unauthor ized signature may be ratified for all put-
poses of this chapter Such ratification does not of' itself ' affect any
rights ofthe person ratifying against the actual signer .

History : 1991 a 316 .
Ratification, waiver and estoppel regarding forged signatures discussed . In Matter

of Estate of Alexander, 75 W (2d) 168, 248 NW (2d) 475..

403.405 Imposters ; signature in name of payee .
(1) An indorsement by any person in the name of a named payee
is effective if :

(a) An imposter by use of the mails or otherwise has induced
the maker or drawer to issue the instrument to the importer or, the
importer's confederate in the name of the payee ; or

(b) A person signing as or on behalf ' of a maker ' or drawer
intends the payee to have no interest in the instrument; or

(c) An agent or emplaye of the maker or drawer has supplied
that person with the. name ofthe payee intending the latter to have
no such interest

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect the cri minal or civil lia-
bility ofthe person so indorsing

History : 1991 a 316
See note to 404. 406, citingWi nkle, Inc v . Heritage Bank, 99 W (2d) 616,299 NW

(2a) 829 t1981>
Bank is not liable to drawer for amount paid over forged blank endorsement absent

allegation that bank cashed checkin bad faith or that it was not aholderin due course
Pmden6al 'Ins , Co , v Marine Nat . Exch Bk of Milwaukee, 371 F Supp. 1002. .

403.406 Negligence contributing to alteration or
unauthorized signature. Any personn who by his or her negli -
gence substantially contributes to a material alteration of the
instrument or to'the making of an unauthori zed signature is pre-
cluded from asserting the alteration or lack of authority against a
holder in due course or against a drawee or other payor who pays
the instrument in good faith and in accordance with the reasonable
commercial standards of the drawee's or' payor's business . .

History : 1991 a 316
Negligence of lending bank estopped it from bringing action against depository

bank for accepting checks with forged endorsements. Fidelity & Deposit Co v First
Nat .. Bank of Kenosha, 98 W (2d) 474, 297 NW (2d) 46 (Ct App . 1980)

403.407 Alteration . (1) Any alteration of an instrument
is material which changes the contract of any party thereto in any
respect, including any such change in :

(a) The number or relations ofthe pat ties ; or
(b) An incomplete instrument, by completing it otherwise than

as authorized; or
(c) The wr i ting as signed, by adding , to it or by removing any

part of it
(2) As against any person other than a subsequent holder in

due course:
(a) Alteration by the holder which is both fraudulent and mate-

cialdischarges any party whose contract is thereby changed unless
that party assents or is precluded from asserting the defense;

(b)_ No other alteration discharges any party and the instrument
may be enforced according to its or iginal tenor', or as to incomplete
instruments according to . the authority given .

(3) A subsequent holder in due course may in all cases enforce
the instrument according to its original tenor, and when an incom-
plete instrument has been completed; the subsequent holder in due
course may 't as completed,

History :, 1991ja 316 v 1 L

403.408. Consideration . Want or failure of consideration
is a defense as against any person not having the rights of a holder
in due course :(s 403, 305), except that no cons ideration is neces-
saryy for an instrumentt or obligation thereon given in payment of
or as secur i ty for an antecedent obligation of any kind ., Nothing
in this section shall be taken to displace any statute outside chs .
401 ' to 414 under which a promise is enforceable notwithstanding
lack or failure of consideration , Partial failure of consideration is
a defense to the extent of the failure whether or, not the failure is
in an ascertained or liquidated amount , .

History : 1979 c . 89, 110, 355; 1991 a 148, 304, 315:

LIABILITY OF PARTIES

403.401 Signature. (1) No person is liable on an instru-
ment unless the person's signature appears thereon .

(2) A signature is made by use of any name, including any
trade or assumed name, upon an instrument, or by any word- or
mark used in lieu of a'written signature .

History : 1 991 a 316:

403.402 Signature in amb iguous capacity. Unless the
instrument clearly indicates, that a signature is made in some other
capacity, it is an indorsement

403 .403 . Signature by authorized representative .
(1) A signature may be made by an agent or other representative,
and the agent's or representative's authority to make it may be
establishedd as in other cases of representation No particular form
of appointment is necessary to establish such authority,

(2) An authorized representative whoo signs his or her own
name to an.instiument

-(a) Is personally obligated if the instrument neither names the
person represented nor showss that the representative signed in a
representative capacity ;

(b) Except as otherwise established between the immediate
parties, is personally obligated if the instrument names the person
represented 'but does not show that the representative signed in a
representative capacity, or if'the instrument does not name the per-
son represented but does show that the representative signed in a
representative capacity : .

` (3) Except as otherwise established the name of an organiza-
tion preceded or followed by the name and office of an authorized
individual is'a signature made in a representative capacity .

History: 1 94 1 a 3 1 6 .
Su b.. (2) (b) permits presentation of'pazol evidence to show.t hat patties to transac-

tion intended onlyprincipal to be l iable and creates rebuttable presumption for which
represen tativee bears burden ofproof. Coveau v . Durand, 147 W (2d) 203, 432 NW
(2d) 662 (Ct App, 1988). .

403.404 Unauthorized signatures. (1) Any unautho-
rized signature is wholly inoperative as that of the person whose
name is signedd unless the person whose name is signed ratifies it
or is precluded from denying it ; but it operates as the signature of
the unauthorized signer in favorof'any person who in good faith
pays the instrument or takes it for value .

403 .306 UCC - COMMERCIAL PAPER

of satisfaction to such holder would be inconsistent with the terms
of a restrictive indorsement, The claim of any third person to the
instrument is not otherwise available as a defense to any party lia-
ble thereon unless the third person personally defends the action
for such party.

History : 1991 a. 316.

403.307 Burden - of establishing signatures,
defenses and due course. (1) Unless specifically denied in
the manner provided in s . 891 .25 each signature on an instrument
is admitted .. When the effectiveness of a signature is put in issue :

(a) The burden of establishing it is on the patty claiming under
the signature; but . .

(b) The signature is presumed' to be genuine or authorized
except where the action is to enforce the obligation of a purported
signer who has died or become incompetent before proof' is
required,

(2) When signatures are admitted or, established, production
of the instrument entitles a holder, to recover on it unless the
defendant establishes a defense .

(3) After it is shown that a defense exists a person claiming the
rights of a holder in due course has the burden of establishing that
he or some person under whom he claims is in all respects a holder
in due course .
Defendant in action on promissory note bearing her signature did not rebut pre-

sumption of validi ty under (1) (b) by merely denying signature's validity, Tax v. Tax,
73 W (2d) 572,243 NW (2d) 831 .
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takes it up, evenn though the indorser who takes it up was not obli-
gated to do so

(2) Unless they otherwise agree indorsers are liable to one
another in the order in which they indorse, which is presumed to
be the older in whichtheir signatures appear on the instrument . .
History: 1 99 1 a 316 . .
Where indorser indorsed note "with recourse," indorser expressly provided that,

upon default and notice of dishonor, indorser would repay note according to itstenor
at time of indorsement Val Zimmermann Corp . .p v. Leffingwell, 107 W(2d) 86,318
NW' (2d) 781 ( 1982). .

403.415 Contract of accommodation party. (1) An
accommodation patty is one who signs the instrument in any
capacity for the purpose of lending his or her name to another
party to it

(2) When the instrument has been taken for value before it is
due the accommodation patty is liable in the capacity in which the
accommodation party has signed even though the taker knows of
the accommodation

(3) As against a holder in due course and without notice of'the
accommodation oral proof' of'the accommodation is not admissi-
ble to give the accommodation; patty the benefit of discharges
dependent on the accommodation party's character as such .. In
other cases the accommodation character may be shown by oral
proof'. .

(4). An indorsement which shows that it is not in the chain of
title is notice of ifs accommodation character

(5) An accommodation party is not liable to the party accom-
modated, and if he or she pays the instrument has a right of
recourse on the instrument against such pasty .

History : 1991 a . 316

403.416 Contract of guarantor. (1) ,Payment guuan-
teed" or equivalent words added to a signature mean that the
signer engages that ifthe instrument is not paid when due the
signer will pay it according to its tenor without resort by the holder
to any other party,

(2) "Collection guaranteed" or equivalentt words added to a
signature mean that the signer engages that if'the instrument is not
paid when due the signer will pay it according to its tenor, butt only
after the holder has reduced the holder's claim against the maker
or, acceptor to judgment and execution has been returned unsatis-
fied, or after the maker or acceptor has become insolvent or it is
otherwise apparent that it is useless to proceed against the maker
or, acceptor .

(3) Words of guaranty, which do not otherwise specify, guar-
antee payment,

(4) No words of guaranty added to the signature of a sole
maker or acceptor, aaffect the maker's or acceptor's liability on the
instrument . . Such words added to the signature of one of'2 or mote
makers or acceptors create a presumption that the signature is for
the accommodation of the others

(5) When words of guaranty are usedd presentment, notice of
dishonor and protest are not necessary to charge the user . .

(6) Any guaranty written on the instrument is enforceable not-
withstanding any statute of'fauds.

Hi story : 1991 a . 316 .
Guarantor w ho simply guazantees .insuument in separate conaact has not engaged

.in transaction under UCC and is not entitled to "sutity-ship defenses" of 403 606
Crown Life I ns . Co v, LaBonte, III W (2d) 26,330 NW (2d) 201 (1983) .

403.417 Warranties on presentment and transfer.
(1) Any person who obtains payment or' acceptance and any prior
transferor warrants to a person who in good faith pays or accepts
that:

(a) That person has a good title to the instrument: or is autho-
rized to obtain payment or acceptance on behalf' of one who has
a good title; and

(b) That person has no knowledge that the signature of the
maker or drawer is unauthorized, except that this warranty is not
given by a holder in due course acting in good faith :

Issuing bank rightfully refused to honor its cashier's check due to failure of consid-
eration. Pulaski Chase v. Kellogg-Citizens Bank, 130 W (2d) 200, 386 NW (2d) 510
~Ct App 1986)

403.409 Draft not an assignment . (1) A check or other
draft does not of itself'operate as an assignment of any funds in the
hands of'the drawee available for, its payment, and the drawee is
not liable on the instrument until the drawee accepts it .

(2) Nothing in this section shall affect any liability in contract,
tort or, otherwise arising from any letter of creditor other obliga-
tion'or representation which is not an acceptance ..

Hi story: 1991 a 316

403.410 Definition and operation of acceptance .
(1) Acceptance is the drawee's signed engagement to honor the
draft as presented. It must be written on the draft, and may consist
of the drawee's signature alone .' It becomes operative when com-
pleted by delivery or notification . .

(2) A draft maybe accepted although it has not been signed by
the drawer of is otherwise incomplete or is overdue or has been
dishonored

(3) Where the draft is payable at a fixed period after sight and
the acceptor' fails to date his or her acceptance the holder may
complete it by supplying a date in good faith .

History: 1 991 a 316

40$ .411 Certification of a check. (1) Certification of'a
check is acceptance... Where a holder procures certification the
drawer and all prior indotsers are discharged ..

(2) Unless otherwise agreed a bank has no obligation to certify
a cheek.;

(3) A bank may certify a check before returning it f'or' lackk of
proper indorsement. If it does so the drawer is discharged .

Certification of check marked "paid in full" operated as accord and satisfaction
Niebler & Muren v. Brock-White Co . 122 W (2d) 445,361 NW (2d) 732 (Ct . App ..
1 984)

403:412 Acceptance Varying draft . (1) Where the dra-
wee'sproffeted acceptance in any manner varies the draft as pres-
ented the holder may refuse the acceptance and treat the draft as
dishonored in which case the drawee is entitled to have his or her
acceptance canceled

(2) . The terms of the, draft are not varied by an acceptance to
pay at any particular bank or place in the United States, unless the
acceptance states that the draft is to be paid only at such bank or,
place

(3) Where the holder assents to an acceptance varying the
terms of`the draft each drawer and indorses who does not affirma-
tively assent is dischuged

Hi story: 1991 a 316

401413 Contract of maker, drawer and acceptor.
(1) The maker of acceptor engages that he or she will pay the
instrument according to its tenor, aat the time of his or her engage-
ment or as completed pursuant to s ;403 .115 on incomplete instru-
ments

(2) The drawer, engages that upon dishonor of the draft and
any necessary notice of dishonor of protest the drawer' will pay the
amount of the draft to the holder or' to any indorsec who takes it up ..
The drawer" may disclaim this liability by drawing without
recourse .

(3) By making, 'drawing or accepting the party admits as
against all subsequent parties including the drawee the existence
of the payee and the payee's then capacity to indotse .

Histor y : 1991 a 316

403 :414 Contract of indorser ' order of liability.
(1) Unless the indorsement otherwise specifies (as by such words
as "without recourse") every indorser engages that upon dishonor
and any necessary notice of'dishonor and protest that indorser will
pay the instrument according to its tenor at the time of'that indors-
er's indorsement to the holder or to any subsequent indorser who
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the drawee; or
3. To the acceptor of 'a draft with respect to an alteration made

prior to the acceptance if the holder in, due course took the draft
after the acceptance, even though the acceptance provided "pay-
able as originally drawn" or' equivalent terms ; or,

4. To the acceptor of a draft with respect to an alteration made
after- the acceptance . :

( 2) Any person who transfers an instrument and receives con-
sideration warrants to that person's transferee and if'the transfer
is by indorsemenf to any subsequent holder who takes the instru-
ment, in good'faith that'

(a) That person has a good title to the instrument or is autho-
rized to obtain payment or acceptance on behalf' of one who has
a good title and thee transfer is otherwise rightful ; and

(b) All signatures are genuine of authorized ; and
(c) The instrument has not been materially altered ;, and
(d) No defense of any party is good against that person ; and
(e) That person has no knowledge of any insolvency proceed-

ing instituted with respect to the maker or acceptor of the drawer
of an unaccepted instrument,'

(3) By transferring "'without recourse" the transferoriimits the
obligation stated iri sub, (2) (d) to a warranty that the transferor has
no knowledge of such a defense .

(4) A selling agent or broker who does not disclose the fact
that he or she is acting only as such gives the warranties provided
in this section, but if'fhe selling agent or broker- makes such disclo-
sure warrants only his or her good faith and authority,

History : 1991 a, 316 . .

403 .418 ` Finality of payment or acceptance. Except
for recovery of bank payments as provided in ch. 404 and except
for liability for breach 'of wacYanty on presentment under, s .
403 ..417, payment or acceptance of any instrument is final in favor'
of a holder, in due course, or a: person who has in good faith
changed his or hex- position, in reliance on the payment .

Hi story: 1991-a346 : .

403 .419 Conversion of instrument ; innocent repre-
sentative . _ (1) An instrument is converted when :

(a) A drawee to whom it is delivered for acceptance xefuses to
return it on demand ; or,

(b) Any, person to whom it is delivered for, payment refuses on
demand either to pay or to return it ; or,

((c) it is paid rJ'n A f praaPri i n rirJrgPm mnt ,

(2 ) In an action against a drawee under, ssub . (1) the measure
of the drawee's liability is the face amount of the instrument . In
any other action under sub (1) the measUre of liability is presumed
to be the face amount of the instrument . .

(3) Subject to the provisions of cfis, 401 to 41i' concerning
restrictive endorsements a representative, including a depositary
or -collecting bank, who has in good faith and in accordance with
the reasonable commercial standards applicable to the business of
such representative dealt with an instrument or its proceeds on
behalf' of one who was not the true owner is not liable in conver-
sion or, ootherwise to the true owner beyond the amount of any pro-
ceeds remaining in his or, her hands . _

4U3.503.- Time of presentment. (1) Unless a different
time is expressed in the instrument the time for' . any presentment
is determined as follows :,

(a) Where: an instrument is payable at or a fixed period after a
stated date anyy presentment for, acceptance must be made on or
before the date it is payable ;

403 .417 UCC -COMMERCIAL, PAPER

.1, :To a maker with respect to the maker's own signatu re; or
2.. To a drawer with respect to the drawer's own signature,

whether or not the drawer is also the drawee; or
3 To an acceptor of' a draft if ' the holder in due course took the

draft after the acceptance or obtained the acceptance ' without
knowledge that the drawer's signature was unauthor ized and

(c) The instrument has not been materi ally altered, except that
this warranty is not given by a holder-`in due course acting in good
faith :

To the maker of a note; of
To the drawer- of a draft whether of not the drawer is also

93-94 Wis. . Stats 3710

(4) , An intermediary bank or payor bank which is not a deposi-
tary bank is not liable in conversion solely by reason of the fact
that proceeds of an item indorsed restrictively (ss . 403 . .205 and
403 . .206) are not paid or applied consistently with the restrictive
indorsement of an indorser other than its immediate transferor .,

History,: . 1979 c . 89; 1991 a . 148, 304, 315 . .

PRESENTMENT, NOTICE OF DISHONOR AND PROTEST

403 .501 When presentment , notice of dishono r, and
protest necessary or permissible. (1) Unless excused (s .
403 .511) presentment is necessary to charge secondary parties as
follows :

(a) Presentment for acceptance is necessary to charge the
drawer andd indoisers of a draft where the draft so provides, or is
payable elsewhere than at the residence or place of'business of'the
drawee, or its date of payment depends upon such presentment :
The holder may at the holder's option present for acceptance any
other dcaf't payable at a stated date ;

(b) Presentment for payment is necessary to charge any
indorset ;

`(oa In-the case of any drawer, the acceptor of a draft payable
at a bank or the maker of a note payable at a bank, presentment for
payment is necessary, but failure to make presentment discharges
such drawer, acceptor' of maker only as stated in s .. 40.3 ..502 (1) (b)

(2) Unless excused (s 403 .51:1) :
(a) Notice of any dishonor is necessary to charge any indorser ;
(b) In the case of any drawer, the acceptor of`a draft payable

at a bank or the maker' of a note payable at a bank, notice of any
dishonor is necessary,, but failure to give such notice discharges
such drawer, acceptor or, maker only as stated in s .. 403 ..502 (i) (b) ..

(3) Unless excused (s 403 . .511) protest of any dishonor is nec-
essary to charge the' drawer and indorser•s of any draft which on its
face appears to be drawn or payable outside of the states, terYito-
ryes, dependencies, and possessions of the United States, the Dis-
tcict of Columbia and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico . . The
holder, may at the holder's option make protest of any dishonor of
any other instrument and in the case of 'a foreign draft may on
insolvency of the acceptor' before maturity make protest for better
security.,

(4) Notwithstanding any provision of'this section, neither pre-
sentment nor notice of dishonor nor protest is necessary to charge
an indorsec who has indorsed an instrument after' maturity,,
His tory: 1991 a 316..

403.502 ' Unexcused delay; discharge . (1) Where
without excuse any necessary presentment or notice of dishonor,
is delayed beyond the time when it is due :

(a) Any indorser is discharged; and
(b) Any drawer or the acceptor of 'a draft payable at a bank or

the maker' of a note payable at a bank who because the drawee or
payoff bank becomes insolvent during the delay is deprived of
funds maintained with the drawee or payor bank to cover the
instrument may, discharge the maker's, drawer's or' acceptor's lia-
bility by written assignment to the holder of'the maker's, drawer's
or, acceptor's rights against the drawee or payor bank in respect of
SUM funds, ; but such drawer',, acceptor- OT ' maker' is not otherwise
discharged.

(2) Where without excuse a ; necessary protest is delayed
beyond thg .time when;it .is duee anyy drawer of indorser is dis-
charged.
History: 1991 a . 316..
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403 .506 Time allowed for acceptance or payment .
(1) Acceptance may be deferred without dishonor until the close
of'the next businesss day following presentment . . The holder may
also in a good faith effort to obtain acceptance and withoutt either
dishonor of'the instrument or discharge of secondary parties allow
postponement of acceptance for' an additional business day ..

(2) Except as a longer time is allowed in the case of documen-
taiydrafts drawn under a letter of'credit, and unless an earlier time
is agreed to by the party to pay, payment of an instrument may be
deferred without dishonor pending reasonable examination to
determine whether it is properly payable, but payment must be
made in any event before the close of business on the day of'pre-
sentment .

403 .507 Dishonor ; holder's right of recourse; term
allow ing representment . (1) An instrument is dishonored
when :

.

(a) A necessary or optional presentment is duly made and due
acceptance or payment is refused or cannot be obtained within the
prescribed time or in case of bank collections the instrument is
seasonably returned by the midnight deadline (s .. 404 ..301); or

(b) Presentment is excused and the instrument is not duly
accepted oz' paid..

(2) Subject to any necessary notice of dishonor and protest,
the holder has upon dishonor an immediate right of recourse
against the drawers and indorsers

(3) Returnn of an instrument for lack of proper,indorsement is
not dishonor. .

(4) A term in a draft or an indorsement thereof' allowing a
stated time for representment in the event of any dishonor of the
draft by nonacceptance if a time draft or by nonpayment if' a sight
draft gives the holder as against any secondary party bound by the
term an option to waive the dishonor without affecting the liability
of the secondary party and the holder may present again up to the
end of the stated time

History : 1991 .x . 316,

403 .508 Notice of dishonor. (1) Notice of dishonor
may be given to any person who may be liablee on the instrument
by or on behalf of the holder or any patty who has personally
received notice, or any other party who can be compelled to pay
the instrument . . In addition an agent or bank in whose hands the
instrument is dishonored may give notice to the agent's or bank's
principal of customer of to another agent or bank from which the
instrument was received

(2) Any necessary notice must be given by a bank before its
midnight deadline and by any other person before midnight of the
third business day after dishonor or receipt of notice of dishonor .

(3) Notice mayy be given in any reasonable manner . It may be
oral or written and in any terms which identify the instrument and
state that it has been dishonored . A misdescription which does not
mislead the patty notified does not vitiate the notice.. Sending the
instrument bearing a stamp, ticket or writing stating that accept-
ance or payment has been refried or sending a notice of debit with
respect to the instrument is sufficient . .

(4) Written notice is given when sent although it is not
received.

(5) Notice to one partner is notice to each although the firm
has been dissolved .

(6) When any party is in insolvency proceedings instituted
after the issue of'the instrument notice may be given either to the
party or to the representative of the patty's estate ..

(7) When any party is dead or incompetent notice maybe sent
to the party's last-known address or given to the party's personal
representative .

403.504 How presentment made . (1) Presentment is a
demand f'o'r acceptance or payment made upon the maker, accep-
tor, drawee or other payor by or on behalf` of the holder .

(2) Presentment may be made :
(a) By mail, in which event the time of presentment is deter-

mined by the time of receipt of'the mail ; or
(b) Through a clearinghouse ; or
(c) At the place of acceptance or, ppayment specified in the

instrument or if there is none at the place of'business or residence
of'the party to accept or pay . If neither the party to accept or, pay
nor anyone authorized to act for that party is present or accessible
at such place presentment is excused .

(3) It maybe made:
(a) To any one of 2 or more makers, acceptor's, drawees or other

payots ; or
(b) To any person who has authority to make . or refuse the

acceptance or payment . ;
(4) A draft accepted or a note made payable at a bank in the

United States must be presented at such bank
(5) I n the cases described in s . 404 210 presentment may, be

made in the manner and with the result stated in that section
His tory: 1991 a . 304 s . 51 ; 1991 a 316

403.505 Rights of party to whom presentment is
made. (1) The party to whom presentment is made may without
dishonor require:

(a) Exhibition of'the instrument ; and
(b) Reasonable identification of the person making present-

ment and evidence of the person's authority to make it if made for-
another ; and

(c) That the instrument be produced for, acceptance or payment
at a place specified in it, or if there is none at any place reasonable
in the circumstances ; and

(d) A signed receipt on the instrument for any partial or full
payment and its surrender upon full payment

(2) ; Failure to comply with any such requirement invalidates
the presentment but the person presenting has a reasonable time

3711 93-94 Wis .. Stats .

(b) Where an instrument is payable after sight it must either be
presented for acceptance or negotiated within a reasonable time
after date or issue whichever is later ;

(c) Where an instrument shows the date on which it is payable
presentment for, payment is due on that date ;

(d) Where an instrument is accelerated presentment for pay-
ment is due within a reasonable time after the acceleration ;

(e) With respect to the liability of' any secondary party present-
ment for acceptance or payment of any other instrument is due
within a reasonable time after such party becomes liable thereon ..

(2) A reasonable time for presentment is determined by the
nature of the instrument, any usage of banking or trade and the
facts of the particular , case . . In the case of an uncertified check
which is drawn and payable within the United States and which
is not, a draft drawn by a bank the following are presumed to be
reasonable per iods within which to present for payment or to initi-
ate bank collection :

(a) With respect to the liability of the drawer ; 30 days after date
or issue whichever is later ; and

(b) With respect to the liability of an indorser, 7 days after the
indorser's indorsement .

(3) Wheree any presentment is due on a day which is nota full
business day foreither the person making presentment or, the party
to pay or accept,, presentment is due on the next following day
which is a full business day for both parties..

(4) Presentment to be sufficient must be made at a reasonable
hour, and i f at a bank during its banking day.

History : 1991 a .316 . .

UCC - COMMERCIAL PAPER 403 .508

in which to comply and the time for acceptance or payment runs
from the time of compliance

History: 1991 a 316 .
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(8) Notice operates for the benefit of all partiess who have where it is written above the signature of an indorser, it binds the
tights on the instrument against the patty notified ., indorser only,

His to ry: 1991 a. 316 History: 1991 a, 316 .
See note to 404.302, ci ti ng Northwestern Nat, Inss v Midland Nat .. Bank, 96W(2d)

403.509 Protest ; noting for protest . (1) A protest is a 155, 292
NW (2d) .591 (1 980))

certificate of dishonor made under the hand and seal ofa United
Bank required to disburse funds after fina l payment . 64 MLR 408 (1980) ..

States consul or, vice consul or a notary public or other person
authorized to certify dishonor by the law of'the place where dis-
honor occurs . It may be made upon information satisfactory to
such person .

(2) The protest must identify the instrument and certify either
that due presentment has been made or the reason why it is
excused and that the instrument has been dishonored by nonac-
ceptance of nonpayment .

(3) The protest may also certifyy that notice of dishonor has
been given to all parties or, to specified parties ..

(4) Subject to sub . . (5) any necessary protest is due by the time

that notice of dishonor is due`` (5) If', before protest is due, an instrument has been noted for
protest by the officer' to make protest, the protest may be made at
any time thereafter as of'the date of'the noting . .

403.510 Evidence of dishonor and notice of dis-
honor. The following ate admissible as evidence and create a
presumption of dishonor and of any notice of dishonor therein
shown :
' ° (1) ``A document regular, in form as provided in s . 403 .509
which purports to be a protest ;

(2)„ The, purported stamp or writing of'the drawee, payor bank
or presenting bank on the instrument or accompanying it stating
.that acceptance or payment has been refused for reasons consist-
ent with dishonor ;

, (3) Any, book or record of. the drawee, payor bank, or anyy col-
lecting bank kept in the usual course of'business which shows dis-
honor-, even though:there is no evidence of who made the entry .

403.511 Waived or excused presentment, protest or
notice of dishonor or delay therein . (1) Delay in present-
ment, protest or notice of dishonor is excused when the party is
without notice that it is due or`when the delay is caused by circum-
stances beyond the party's control and the party exercises reason-
able diligence after the cause of the delay ceases to operate . :

(2) Presentment .or notice or protest as the case may be is
entirely excused when :

(a) The party to be charged has waived it expressly, or by
implication either before or, after it is due ; or

(b) Such party has dishonored the instrument or has counter-
manded payment or otherwise has no reason to expect or right to
require that the instrument be accepted or paid ; or,

(c) By reasonable diligence the presentment or protest cannot
be made or the notice given .

(3) Presentment is also entirely excused when:
(a) The maker, acceptor or drawee of any instrument except a

documentary draft is dead or' in insolvency proceedings instituted
after the issue of'the instrument ; or

,(b) Acceptance oz' paymentt is refused but not for want of
proper presentment .

(4) Where a dr'af'tt has been dishonored by nonacceptance a
later presentment for -payment and any notice of'dishonor and pro-
test (Or nonpayment are excused unless in the meantime the instru-
ment has been accepted..

(5) A waiver, of protest is also a waiver of presentment and of
notice of dishonor even though protest is not required .

(6) Where a :waiver, of presentment or notice of protest is
embodied in the instrument itself it is binding upon all parties ; but

DISCHARGE

403 .601 Discharge of parties . (1) The extent of the dis-
charge of"any party from liability of an instrument is governed by :

(a) Section 403 603 on payment or satisfaction ; or
(b) Section 403 .604. on tender of payment; or
(c) Section 403, 605 on cancellation or renunciation ; or
(d) : Section 403.606 on impairment ofright of recourse or of

collateral ; or
(e) Section 403,208 on reacquisition of the instrument by a

prior, party; or -
(f) Section 403 .407 on fraudulent and material alteration; or
(g) Section 403.411 on certificationn of a check ; or
(h) Section 403 .412 on acceptance varying a draft ; or',
(i) Section '403:,502 on unexcused delay in presentment or

notice of'dishonor or protest
(2) Any party is also discharged from liability on an instru-

ment to another patty by any other act or agreement with such
party which woulddischarge the party's simple contract for the
payment of money.

(3) The liability of all parties is discharged when any party
who hass no right of action or recourse on the instrument :

(a) Reacquires the instrument in that party's own tight ; or
(b) Is discharged under any provision of this chapter except as

otherwise provided in s. 403..606 . with respect to discharge for
impairment of recourse or of'collateral

His tory: 1991 a 3 1 6.

403.602 Effect of discharge against holder in due
course. No.dischacge of any party provided by this chapter is
effective against a subsequent holder in due course unless the sub-
sequent holder in due course'has noticee thereof'f when the subse-
quent holder in due course takes the instrument .

History: 199 1 a. 316 .

403.603 Payment or satisfaction . (1) The liability of
any party is discharged to the extent of that patty's payment or sat-
isfaction to the holder even though it is made with knowledge of
a claim of another' person to the instrument unless prior to such
payment or satisfaction the person making the claim either' sup-
plies indemnity deemed adequate by the party seeking the dis-
charge or enjoins payment or satisfaction by order of a court of
competent jurisdiction in an action in which the adverse claimant
and the holder are patties : This subsection does not, however,
result in the discharge of the liability :

(a) Of a party who in bad faith pays or satisfies a holder who
acquired the instrument by theft of who (unless having the rights
of 'a holder imn due course) holds through one who so acquired it ;
or

(b) Of a party (other than an intermediary bank : or payor bank
which is not a depositary bank) who pays or satisfies the holder of
an instrumentt which h hass been restrictively indorsed in a manner
not consistent with the terms of such restrictive endorsement .

(2) Payment or satisfaction mabe made with the consent of
the holder by any . person including' a stranger to the instrument
Surrender of the instrument to such a person gives that person the
rights of a transferee (s . 403 . .201).

Histor y : 1 991 a. 3 16 .

403 .604 Tender of payment . (1) Any party making
tender of full paymenk to a holder when or after it is due is dis-
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403.701 Letter of advice of international sight draft .
(1) A "letter of advice" is a drawer's communication to the
drawee that a described draft has been drawn..

(2) Unless otherwise agreed when a bank receives from
another bank a letter of advice of an international sight draft the History : 1991 a . 316 ..
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charged to the extent of all subsequent liability for interest, costs
and attorney fees..

(2) The holder's refusal of ' such tender ' wholly discharges any
party who has a right of recourse against the party making the
tender..

(3) Where the maker or accepto r of an instrument payable
otherwise than on demand is able and ready to pay at every place
of `payment specified in the instrument when it is due, it is equiva-
lent to tender.. .

History : 1993 a 490
In absence of agreement, maker of ' instalment promissory note has no right to pre-

pay`- Kohlenberg v . American Plumbing Supply Co 82 W (2d) 384, 263 NW (2d)
496 .

403 .605 Cancellation and renunciation. (1) The
holder of'an instrument may even without consideration discharge
any pasty :

(a) In any manner apparent on the face of'the instrument or the
indorsement, as by intentionally canceling the instrument or the
party's signature by destruction or mutilation, or by striking out
the party's signature ; or

(b) By renouncing the holder's rights by a writing signed and
delivered or by surrender of the instrument to the party to be dis-
charged .

(2) Neither' cancellation nor renunciation without surrender of
the instrument affects the title thereto .

His tory: 199 1 a . 316. .

403.606 Impairment of recourse or of collateral .
(1) The holder discharges any party to the instrument to the extent
that without such party's consent the holder :

(a) Without express reservation of rights releases or agrees not
to sue any person against whom the party has to the knowledge of
the holder a right of recourse or agrees to suspend the right to
enforce against such person the instrument or collateral or other-
wise discharges such person, except that failure or delay in effect-
ing any required presentment, protest or notice of dishonor with
respect to any such person does not discharge any party as to
whom presentment, protest or notice of dishonor is effective or
unnecessary; or

(b) Unjustifiably impairs any collateral for the instrument
given by or on behalf of'the party or any person against whom the
holder has a right of recourse„

(2) By express reservation of tights against a party with a right
of'recourse the holder preserves :

(a) All the holder's rights against such party as of the time
when the instrument was originally due ; and

(b) The right of'the party to pay the instrument as of that time ;
and

(c) All rights of such party to recourse against others . .
History : 1991 a 316 ..
A mortgagee can be a payee and also a holder of 'a note . As holder it is not subject

to claims which a subsequent titleholder of the property m i gh t have if that person was
not a patty to the note and has no claim to it Lakeshore C . . F Corp.p v . B radford A
Corp. . 45 W (2d) 313,173 NW (2d)165,.

In a mortgage foreclosure action a person who acquires the property without
becoming a party to the note and mortgage or without guaranteeing payment cannot
assert the defense that the mortgagee had misap plied payments and impaired the
security. Lakesh ore C F: Cocp, v Bradford A . Corp . 45 W (2d) 313, 1 73 NW (2d)
165 .

See note to 403 .416, citing Crown Life I ns. . Coo v. La Bonte, 11 1 W (2d) 26, 330
NW (2d) 201 (1983) .

In (1) (intro ), "any party to the instrument" means party who is in position of'surety
with right of recourse ; it does not refer to primary obligor. State B ank of Hartland
v . Arndt, 129 W (2d) 411, 385 NW (2d) 219 (Ct App . . 1986) .

ADVICE OF INTERNATIONAL SIGHT DRAFT

UCC - COMMERCIAL PAPER . 403.803

drawee bank may immediatelyy debit the drawer's account and
stop the running of interest to the extent of'the debit. Such a debit
and any resulting credit to any account covering outstanding
drafts leaves in the drawer full power to stop payment or, otherwise
dispose of the amount and createss no trust or interest in favor of
the .e holder :

(3) Unless otherwise agreed and except where a draft is drawn
under a credit issued by the drawee, the drawee of an international
sight draft owes the drawer no duty to pay an unadvised draft but
if it does so and the draft is genuine, mayy appropriately debitt the
drawer's account..
His tory: 1979 c. 110 .

MISCELLANEOUS

403.801 Drafts in a Set . (1) Where a draft is drawn in a
set of parts, each of which is numbered and expressed to be an
order only if no other part has been honored, the whole of'the parts
constitutes one draft but a taker of any part may become a holder
in due course of the draft .

(2) Any person who negotiates, indorses or accepts a single
part of a draft drawn in a set thereby becomes liable to any holder
in due course of that part as if it were the whole set, but as between
different holders in due course to whom different parts have been
negotiated the holder whose title first accrues has all rights to the
draft and its proceeds .

(3) As against the drawee the first presented part of a draft
drawn in a set is the part entitled to payment, or if' a time draft to
acceptance and payment .. Acceptance of any subsequently pres-
ented part renders the drawee liable thereon under sub . (2) . With
respect both to a holderr and to the drawer payment of a subse-
quently presented part of a draft payable at sight has the same
effect as payment of a check notwithstanding an effective stop
order (s . 404..407) . .

(4) Except as otherwise provided in this section, where any
part of a draft in a set is discharged by payment or otherwise the
whole draft is discharged .

403 .802 Effect of instrument on obligation for which
it is given . (1) Unless otherwise agreed where an instrument is
taken for an underlying obligation :-

(a) The obligation is discharged to the extent of the instrument
if a bank is drawer, maker or acceptor of the instrument and if there
is no recourse on the instrument against the underlying obligor ;
and

(b) In any other case the obligation is suspended to the extent
of the instrument until the instrument is due or if it is payable on
demand until its presentment. Ifthe instrument is dishonored
action may be maintained on either the instrument or the obliga-
tion; discharge of the underlying obligor on the instrument also
discharges the underlying obligor on the obligation

(2) The taking in good faith of 'a check which is not postdated
does not of itself so extend the time on the original obligation as
to discharge a surety .

History : 19'19 c 110.

403 .803 Notice to third party. Where a defendant issued
for' breach of an obligation for which 7a third person is answerable
over to the defendant under this chapter the defendant may give
the third person written noticee of the litigation, and the person
notified may then give similar notice to any other person who is
answerable over to the third person under this chapter., Ifthe
notice states that the person notified may come in and defend and
that if'the person notified does not do so the person notified will
in any action against the person notified by the person giving the
notice be bound by any determination of fact common to the 21iti-
gations, then unless after seasonable receipt of the notice the per-
son notified does come in and defend the person notified is so
bound . .
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403 .804 Lost, destroyed or stolen instruments .. The there can be no holder in due course of such an instrument ..,
owner of'an instrument which is lost, whether, by destruction, theft
or otherwise, may maintain an action in the owner's name and 403 .806 Liability for worthless check or draft. Any
recover- from any party liable thereon upon due proof' of'theown- personn who issues a check or other draft which is not honored
er's ownership; the facts which prevent the owner's production of upon presentment, because the drawer does not have an account
the instrument and its terms.. The court may require security with the drawee or' because the drawer does not have sufficient
indemnifying the defendant against loss by reason of further funds in his or her account or sufficient credit with the drawee, is
claims on the instrument, liable for all reasonable costs and expenses in connection with the

History: 1991 a :31b6 collection of'the amount for which such check or draft was writ-
ten, except recovery is not permitted under this section if a person

403 .805 Instruments not payable to order or to licensedd under s.138.09 or any other person collected or could
bearer. This chapter applies to any instrument whose terms do have collected a charge for that check or other draft under s . .
not preclude transfer and which is otherwise negotiable within this 422,202 (1) (d) or (2m) (cm)
chapter but which is not payable to order or to bearer, except that History : 1987 a 399
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